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In this paper, it is shown that the occurrence of dislocation pileups across grain boundaries, as well as subsequent emission to the
adjacent grains, is captured theoretically by gradient plasticity and confirmed experimentally by nanoindentation. From a theoretical
point of view, this is accomplished (within a deformation theory framework applicable to continued loading) by accounting for a specific
interfacial term in the overall potential of the material, in terms of which its response, taken to conform to strain gradient plasticity, is
defined. The main features that result from the addition of this interfacial term are (i) significant size effects of Hall–Petch type in the
overall stress–strain response of polycrystals and (ii) the determination of an analytical expression for the stress corresponding to the
onset of dislocation transfer across interfaces. From an experimental point of view, the effective stress at which dislocation transfer takes
place across an interface can be obtained from nanoindentations performed in close proximity to an Fe–2.2 wt.% Si grain boundary,
since they exhibit a distinct strain burst that is related to the presence of the boundary. It is possible, therefore, to fit the theoretically
determined analytical expression for the interfacial yield stress to the experimental data. From this fit, first estimates are obtained for key
material parameters, namely the interfacial term and the internal length, that are required for the theoretical formulation. Dislocation
mechanics are employed to provide physical insight of these parameters.
 2006 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The advent of a robust gradient plasticity theory [1,2]
allowed for the determination of the widths and spacings
of shear bands, described dislocation patterning and dis-
pensed with the mesh dependence of finite element calcula-
tions in the material softening regime. Other interesting
deformation phenomena such as interfaces, size effects and
elimination of dislocation singularities [3,4] have been cap-
tured and other types of strain-gradient plasticity theories
have been proposed. Among those developed during the
past decade one distinguishes the works of Fleck and Hutch-
inson and co-workers [5–7] who developed a Cosserat-1359-6454/$30.00  2006 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All
doi:10.1016/j.actamat.2006.06.040
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: j.t.m.de.hosson@rug.nl (J.Th.M. De Hosson).type strain-gradient plasticity and applied it for interpreting
plasticity at the micrometer scale, including size effects.
More recently, this theory has been revised [8] to remove cer-
tain deficiencies related to the elastoplastic coupling within
the higher order gradient setting and incorporated in it the
advantages of the Aifantis formulation [1,2], thereby render-
ing the theory more efficient computationally. A mathemat-
ically more appealing formulation of a deformation-type
gradient plasticity theory was recently provided and
applied, in conjunction with appropriate boundary and con-
tinuity (across interfaces) conditions, to derive effective
properties of composites [9].
The formulation [9], however, has a significant limita-
tion: size effects are limited by the Voigt upper bound. This
is not intrinsic to the gradient theory, but results from the
continuity conditions that were assumed across internalrights reserved.
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faces of discontinuity for the plastic strain gradient. The
physical rationale behind this assumption is that disloca-
tions pileup on interfaces, resulting in enhanced plastic
strain gradients near interfaces. Therefore, Aifantis and
Willis added into the overall energy functional that
describes the material’s response an interfacial potential
term [10,11], which depends on the plastic strain on the
interface and penalizes the buildup of plastic strain there.
This allowed significant size effects to be obtained that were
not limited by an upper bound, and which in the case of
one-dimensional examples were solely due to the presence
of this interfacial penalty. A distinctive feature of this for-
mulation is that interfaces can follow their own yield
behavior and, depending on the form of the interfacial pen-
alty, an interfacial yield-like condition can be developed as
well as a corresponding ‘‘interfacial yield’’ stress, which
indicates the stress at which dislocations begin crossing
the interface. It should be noted here that Gudmundson
[12] recognized that gradient plasticity permitted the
admission of new jump conditions across interfaces but
made no detailed development like that contained in the
present work and in Ref. [10].
The aforementioned ‘‘interfacial yield’’ stress can be
related to the dislocation transference phenomenon that
has recently been observed with nanoindentation near
grain boundaries of body-centered cubic (bcc) metals
[13–15]. During nanoindentation, the load required for
the indenter tip to be displaced into the sample is recorded.
In the commonly used load-controlled indentation mode, it
has been observed that the load can remain constant while
the tip is being displaced further into the surface. Such
plateaus in the load vs. tip displacement plots are known
as displacement or strain bursts and are related to dis-
location motion; they have therefore been argued to indi-
cate material yielding and/or fracture of surface oxides
[16,17].
The purpose of the present article is to obtain first esti-
mates of the parameters contained in the formulation put
forward in refs. [10,11], from the nanoindentation experi-
mental data. Therefore, after summarizing the formula-
tion it is applied to a one-dimensional polycrystal and
considered in relation to the experimental data. The for-
mulation is first summarized (in Section 2) and then
applied (in Section 3) to a simple one-dimensional exam-
ple of a polycrystal. The analysis is straightforward and
yields a simple explicit formula for the level of stress at
which interfacial yielding begins. The experimental obser-
vations are summarized and compared with the theory in
Section 4. The concluding Section 5 presents a brief sum-
mary and discussion.
2. Gradient plasticity with interfacial effects
In the theoretical formulations provided in Refs. [10,11],
the form of the potential ‘‘energy’’ functional Wðeij; ePijÞ of a
gradient continuum was generalized to allow for the effectof internal boundaries (collectively denoted by C) by intro-
ducing an interfacial potential /ðePijÞ.











ðT oi ui þ toijePijÞdS; ð1aÞ
where X denotes the composite domain under consider-
ation, and ST is a part of the outer boundary oX over which
tractions T oi , t
o
ij, conjugate to ui; e
P
ij, are prescribed. Both the
displacement ui and the plastic strain ePij are taken to be
continuous throughout the whole domain under consider-
ation. The total strain eij is related to ui through the usual
expression eij = (ui,j + uj,i)/2. It should be noted that ui; ePij
are prescribed over the complementary part of the bound-
ary SU = oX  ST. The elastoplastic potential Uðeij; ePij; ePij;kÞ
in Eq. (1a) is defined as
Uðeij; ePij; ePij;kÞ 
1
2
Lijklðeij  ePijÞðekl  ePklÞ þ V ðePij; ePij;kÞ:
ð1bÞ
It can be seen that the strain gradient comes in the plastic
potential V.
Variables conjugate to the total strain; plastic strain and





















It should be noted that Eq. (2c) defines the higher-order
stress or hyperstress and results from use of the plastic
strain-gradient as an internal variable.
Setting to zero the first variation of Wðeij; epijÞ (dW = 0),
we derive with the aid of Eqs. (1) and (2) the following
principle of virtual work for a gradient continuum with
internal boundaries:Z
X



















ð½rijnjduj þ ð½sijknk  /0ðePijÞÞdePijÞdC ¼ 0: ð3Þ
From Eq. (3), we obtain the following field equations:
rij;j ¼ 0;
sij  sijk;k ¼ 0 in X n C
ð4Þ
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rij ¼ T oi ;
sijk ¼ toij on ST
ð5Þ
and the jump conditions across interfaces
½rijnj ¼ 0
½sijknk ¼ ðo/=oepijÞ  /0ðepijÞ across C:
ð6Þ
The distinctive feature of this formulation is condition
Eq. (6), since it provides the discontinuity for the higher
order traction. The quantities in the brackets denote the
jump from ‘‘side 1’’ to ‘‘side 2’’ across a point on the inter-
face; while ni points in the direction from ‘‘side 2’’ to ‘‘side 1.’’
Alternatively, if the displacements were taken to be pre-
scribed on the outer boundary SU, Eq. (5) would be
replaced by
ui ¼ uoi ;
sijknk ¼ 0:
ð7Þ3. Application to a one-dimensional example
Explicit solutions will now be obtained for a simple one-
dimensional model of a bicrystal. The specimen is taken to
occupy the domain X which, in this case, is L < x < L.
The material is taken to be uniform, linearly hardening
elastoplastic but it contains an interface (grain boundary)
at x = 0. A distribution of strain e(x) with mean value e
is set up by the application of boundary displacements
uðLÞ ¼ Le, ðLÞ ¼ Le.
Symmetry implies that e(x) is an even function and
hence it is necessary only to consider the region
0 < x < L, with the boundary conditions
½s  2sð0þÞ ¼ /0ðeP Þjx¼0; sðLÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ
in combination with the displacement conditions u(0) = 0,
uðLÞ ¼ Le and the field equations in Eq. (4).
The assumed linear hardening is provided by the
potential
V ðeP ; ePx Þ ¼ r0jeP j þ
1
2
b½ðeP Þ2 þ ‘2ðePx Þ
2: ð9Þ
The constitutive relation, Eq. (2b), requires the term r0 jePj
to be interpreted as the limit of a smooth function; the re-
sult is that no plastic deformation is possible until the stress
r exceeds r0 in magnitude; b is a parameter that governs
the hardening and ‘ is an internal length, which is also
viewed as a material constant under the present formula-
tion; the combined parameter b‘2 controls the flow stress
enhancement provided by the plastic strain gradient. It
can be seen that this form of V leads to the classical model
of linear hardening (after yielding of the material) in the
case that the gradient term, which contains the internal
length ‘, is neglected (‘ ” 0). Moreover, the strain-gradient
contribution to hardening is taken to be similar in form to
that of usual strain hardening.The description is not complete until the interfacial
potential / (eP) is specified. This will be done soon but first
relations for general / are developed. Eq. (4) is satisfied by
taking r ¼ r ¼ constant. Prior to grain interior yielding,
i.e., eP = 0, Eq. (9) in combination with the appropriate lim-
iting form of Eq. (2b) gives j r j6 r0, while Eq. (2a), with
the relevant elastic modulus denoted by E, reduces to
r ¼ Ee. Thus, the strain is constant and so equal to the spec-
ified mean strain e. This solution is valid so long as
j e j6 r0=E. Now suppose that e > r0=E. It is necessary to
accept that eP(x) > 0, in which case Eqs. (9) and (2b, 2c) give




whose solution, allowing for the second boundary condi-
tion in Eq. (8), is
eP ðxÞ ¼ r r0
b
 A cosh½ðL xÞ=l; ð11Þ
where A is a constant to be determined. The mean plastic
strain follows as
eP ¼ r r0
b
 Að‘=LÞ sinhðL=‘Þ: ð12Þ
The constant A is fixed from the first of the boundary con-
ditions in Eq. (8).
3.1. Linearly hardening interfacial potential
Now assume that the interface behaves similarly as the
grain interior. Thus, in analogy with Eq. (9), the interfacial
potential is taken to be






where eP0 ¼ eP ð0Þ and c and a are constants. It follows that c
is qualitatively similar to r0; in particular it can be consid-
ered as an interfacial tension term. In our description, the
interfacial tension is numerically identical to the interfacial
energy because the interfacial tension is independent of the
interfacial area. From a physics viewpoint the interfacial
energy is generally not numerically equal to the interfacial
tension. However, this reservation is not important if the
interface is atomically disordered or if the boundary be-
tween two phases is not of a special type (special R coinci-
dent site lattice boundaries) as in our bicrystal. Similar to
b, a governs the hardening of the interface that results from
the ongoing dislocation transference. The appropriate
limiting form of the jump condition of the higher-order
traction Eq. (6) results in the following ‘‘interfacial’’
yield-like condition:
½s
2 ½c; c if eP0 ¼ 0;
¼ ceP0=jeP0 j þ aeP0 otherwise:

ð14Þ
It is assumed throughout that the mean strain e is posi-
tive. If e 6 r0=E, the plastic strain is zero and the mean
stress is related to the mean strain by r ¼ Ee.
Fig. 1. Overall stress–strain relation (Eq. (25)) and size effects for a single-
phase bicrystal; the first ‘‘knee’’ indicates grain interior yielding, while the
second one ‘‘yielding’’ of the interface. The material parameters are given
as E = 100 GPa, r0 = 100 MPa, b = 10 GPa, ‘ = 1 lm, c = 200 N/m,
a = 10 N/m.
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est strain for which the plastic strain eP0 at the interface
remains zero (it will be determined below). Therefore, in
this regime the constant of integration A is determined
by setting the plastic strain, Eq. (12), on the interface
equal to zero:




½s ¼ 2b‘2ePx ð0Þ ¼ 2ðr r0Þ‘ tanhðL=‘Þ ð16Þ
and hence this solution is valid (assuming e > 0) so long as
r0 6 r 6 rc, where




This solution is valid (assuming e > 0) so long as Eq. (16) is
compatible with Eq. (14), with eP0 ¼ 0; that is, so long as
r0 6 r 6 rc.
Also, Eqs. (12) and (15) give




beff ¼ b½1 ð‘=LÞ tanhðL=‘Þ1: ð19Þ
Eq. (18) together with r ¼ Eðe eP Þ, which was obtained
by averaging Eq. (2a), gives the mean stress–mean strain
relation in this regime:






1þ b=E  ð‘=LÞ tanhðL=‘Þ ðe r0=EÞ: ð20Þ
The critical strain ec corresponds to the critical stress rc and















Finally, consider the range of mean strain e > ec, so that
eP0 > 0. The boundary condition Eq. (8) implies that
A ¼ cþ ða=bÞðr r0Þ
a coshðL=‘Þ þ 2b‘ sinhðL=‘Þ
 
ð22Þ
and hence, from Eq. (12)
eP ¼ r r0
b
 ½cþ ða=bÞðr r0Þð‘=LÞ
a cothðL=‘Þ þ 2b‘ : ð23Þ
The relation between mean stress and mean strain can be
obtained by combining Eq. (23) with eP ¼ e r=E. The re-
sult can be expressed in the form







ð24ÞThus, the complete mean stress–mean strain relation for
this medium is
r ¼
Ee; 0 6 e 6 r0=E;
r0 þ b1þb=Eð‘=LÞ tanhðL=‘Þ ðe r0=EÞ; r0=E 6 e 6 ec;








Eq. (25) is plotted in Fig. 1 with the values E = 100 GPa,
r0 = 100 MPa, b = 10 GPa, ‘ = 1 lm, c = 200 N/m, a =
10 N/m for a range of values of L. The first portion of these
curves indicates the purely elastic response of the material
according to Eq. (25). After yielding of the grain interior,
which is indicated by the first ‘‘knee’’ in the plots, two
physical mechanisms occur. Initially, the interface remains
impermeable to dislocations, leading to a stiffening mecha-
nism. This ‘‘stiffening’’ mechanism enhances the linear
hardening taking place in the grain interior and the overall
response is depicted in the second linear segment of Fig. 1.
After the applied stress reaches a critical value (rcÞ, causing
yielding of the interface (second ‘‘knee’’) and allowing dis-
locations to penetrate it, both the grain boundary and the
grain interior deform in a linear hardening manner. It can
be seen that Fig. 1 exhibits Hall–Petch-type scale effects
since as the grain size L decreases the stress required for
continuous plastic deformation increases. It should be
noted here that the prediction of size effects results from
consideration of strain gradients, and since no allowance
for elastic strain gradients was made no size effects were ob-
served in the purely elastic region (first linear segment) of
Fig. 1.
4. Relating gradient plasticity to nanoindentation data
The previous section demonstrated that gradient plastic-
ity allows interfaces to follow their own yield behavior and
hence an ‘‘interfacial yield’’ stress, Eq. (17), is present; in











































Fig. 2. (a) Load vs. displacement curves obtained from the grain interior
(dashed line) and near the grain boundary (solid lines). All indentations
show an initial yield point at a load around 50 lN (A). Either one (B) or
two (C and D) characteristic strain bursts are observed for indentations
near the grain boundary at substantially higher loads. (b) CSM hardness
profiles corresponding to the loading curves shown in (a).
K.E. Aifantis et al. / Acta Materialia 54 (2006) 5077–5085 5081the grain size. It is independent of the hardening parameter
b and is thus essentially a property of the interface. The
purpose of this section is to confirm through experimental
observations the existence of such an ‘‘interfacial yield’’
stress, as well as the occurrence of corresponding size
effects.
The possibility of measuring an intrinsic hardening con-
tribution of the grain boundary, as a result of the difficulty
in slip transmission across the boundary, has recently come
under investigation with the widespread availability of the
nanoindentation technique. Such experiments could poten-
tially offer detailed information about the intrinsic mechan-
ical properties of individual grain boundaries. So far,
however, a thorough understanding of the mechanical
response is lacking.
Recent studies [14,15] have shown that nanoindentation
measurements in the direct proximity of grain boundaries
in bcc metals show typical yield excursions, i.e., plateaus
in the load vs. penetration depth nanoindentation plots.
Based on the indentation load and depth at which these
excursions are observed, it was proposed that they are
strain bursts due to dislocation pileup and subsequent
transmission across the boundary. In the following, the rel-
evant experimental procedures are summarized, and inden-
tation results for an Fe–2.2% Si bicrystal are presented and
related to the aforementioned gradient plasticity approach.
A bicrystalline specimen of an Fe–2.2% Si alloy pre-
pared by floating-zone melting was used for the indentation
experiments. The misorientation of the grain boundary is
represented by a [0.290.120.03] Rodrigues vector and
does not correspond to a low-index coincident site lattice.
The Fe–2.2% Si specimen contained traces of phosphorus
and carbon [18]. The specimen surface was polished using
a final polishing colloidal silica suspension. Electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) was employed to locate the grain
boundary with respect to a grid of marker indents.
Nanoindentation measurements were carried out
employing an MTS Nano Indenter XP (MTS Nano Instru-
ments, Oak Ridge, TN) with a pyramidal Berkovich tip
using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) tech-
nique. Load-controlled indentations were made to a maxi-
mum depth of 200 nm with a targeted strain rate of 0.05/s,
which corresponds to a maximum loading rate of the order
of 0.1 mN/s. The azimuthal orientation of the indenter was
chosen to have one side of the triangular impression of the
Berkovich tip parallel to the grain boundary under investi-
gation. In order to vary the distance to the boundary with
the smallest possible increments, lines of indentations were
drawn across the grain boundary at angles smaller than 3
with a spacing of 3 lm between the indents. Although the
plastically deformed zones of consecutive indents are likely
to overlap at such close spacing, no significant effect of any
cross-talk interaction on the measured response was found
in a test comparing lines of indents of 200 nm depth with
spacings ranging from 3 to 10 lm in the Fe–2.2% Si matrix.
Three lines of 60 indentations crossing the grain bound-
ary were performed on one polished surface of the speci-men, and another line was performed on the same
surface after repolishing. The experiment was therefore
repeated four times in total. All indentations exhibited a
plateau (in the load vs. depth plot) at a constant load of
around 50 lN as illustrated by (A) in Fig. 2(a); this plateau
is indicative of grain interior yielding (Fig. 2(a)). For some
indentations that were in close proximity to the boundary
(i.e., when the distance from the center of the indent to
the boundary was less than 1 lm) a second plateau was
observed well beyond the first one. It is believed that such
displacement bursts near grain boundaries indicate the
onset of dislocation motion across them, or the activation
of dislocation sources in the adjacent grain; this is similar
to what is termed interfacial yielding in the aforementioned
gradient plasticity theory. The occurrence of two subse-
quent strain bursts, i.e., after initial grain interior yielding,
may indicate that dislocation transference proceeds by dis-
location absorption into the boundary and subsequent dis-
location emission in the adjacent crystal as put forward in
Ref. [15]. In this respect, it is relevant to point out that these
strain bursts correspond to a decrease in hardness, i.e., once
the strain bursts were reached the hardness decreased,
implying that the stress on the boundary is relieved though
dislocation transfer or activation of dislocation sources in
5082 K.E. Aifantis et al. / Acta Materialia 54 (2006) 5077–5085the adjacent grain (Fig. 2(b)). Since the nanoindenta-
tion experiments were performed using the CSM method,
hardness vs. depth plots could be constructed from the
recorded phase angle. Therefore, the hardness at the onset
of the aforementioned strain bursts could be obtained; see
Table 1.
Since the aforementioned theory makes use of stress, not
hardness, the crystallography of the specimen is employed
in order to obtain estimates for the grain boundary yield
stress. We assume a uniaxial compressive stress perpendic-
ular to the surface of the indenter and use Schmid behavior
as a first approximation. Since the indentation hardness by
definition is equal to the applied average stress, the applied
resolved shear stress sa can be calculated from EBSD anal-
yses. We found that the Schmid factor is close to 0.5 as fur-
ther detailed in Ref. [14]. The resolved shear stress may
therefore be approximated at any time during the indenta-
tion as half of the measured hardness, sa = H/2.
It should be mentioned here that prior indentation stud-
ies [19,20] have also shown an increase in hardness as the
grain boundary was approached. This hardening, however,
was attributed to segregation of impurities on grain bound-
aries, and not to the fact that the boundary opposed dislo-
cation motion. This was concluded from the fact that
indentations right on the boundary gave the highest hard-
ness (due to the impurities they contained), even though
there was nothing limiting dislocation motion on either
side. In the present experimental data, however, different
behavior is observed. As the grain boundary is approached
the hardness increases significantly; however, once the
indenter tip hits the boundary, the hardness drops to values
observed in the grain interior. This suggests that the
increase in hardness near the grain boundary is not due
to segregation, but due to dislocation pileups that result
from the presence of the boundary (see also Fig. 5 in
Ref. [15]).
Although most of these indents crossed over the bound-
ary at maximum indentation depth, see Table 1, it is readily
concluded from the load–displacement data that the inden-Table 1
Indentation data for observed yield excursions (bursts) at the boundary in th
separate bursts
Line Indent Initial distance
to boundary
Distance to boundary
at onset of burst
dcenter (nm) dburst (nm)
1 1 493 210
2 370 131
2 1 665 335
2 517 1st 223
2nd 189
3 1 597 169
2 463 1st 146
2nd 109
3 330 1st 106
2nd 78
1 (2nd surface) 1 740 310
2 555 196ter was still well away from the boundary at the instant of
the excursion, at distances ranging from 0.11 to 0.34 lm. It
should be emphasized that this behavior was not found for
any of the indentations in the matrix, but also not all
indents crossing the boundary displayed such a burst.
In six of the nine indentations, the material yielded, i.e.,
after initial grain interior yielding, in one displacement
burst at constant load, as shown in Table 1; the other three
curves show two distinct bursts, which are separated by a
loading portion. In fact, in the experiments two indenta-
tions (i.e., with depth of onset of burst 135 and 146 nm,
respectively) exhibited a slightly increasing load during
the burst instead of a perfect horizontal plateau, e.g., see
curve C in Fig. 2(a). Nevertheless, the ascending curve is
not treated here as a separate physical phenomenon. One
should realize that in the load-controlled experiments,
i.e., not displacement controlled, the burst is defined just
by two points, one before and the other just after the burst
(see Fig. 2(b)). The ascending curve is simply a slight
increase of the load during a strain burst because of limita-
tion of the feedback system. The strain bursts lead to very
rapid changes in the contact stiffness and it may therefore
be anticipated that the feedback system is not able to per-
fectly capture all these events at constant load. An even
more important observation is that in all cases a burst
was preceded with an increase in hardness indicating an
increase in stored energy in front of the interface
(Fig. 2(a)). When two distinct strain bursts were present,
the first is considered to indicate grain boundary yielding.
Because different polishing procedures were followed
one may wonder about modifications of the subsurface
area and whether the corresponding data should be treated
differently. Indeed, the density of dislocations will be
affected by polishing and if the density is higher, the
amount of dislocations in the pileup required to generate
the critical shear stress will be reached earlier during the
loading cycle. Nevertheless, the recorded hardness, which
is directly related to this critical shear stress, will be effec-









P (mN) h (nm) Dh (nm) H (GPa)
1.24 130 11 3.20
1.02 110 16 3.70
1.67 152 10 3.17
1.39 135 4 3.33
1.79 151 20
2.83 197 19 3.20
1.52 146 4 3.17
1.88 163 13
1.01 103 6 4.25
1.16 116 13
2.58 198 9 2.68
1.91 165 12 2.88
K.E. Aifantis et al. / Acta Materialia 54 (2006) 5077–5085 5083data are presented in Table 1. The last two indents listed in
Table 1 were taken from a surface that was polished in a
different way than the rest. Although there are no real
physical arguments to delete these observations in the con-
frontation with the theoretical analysis we keep this in
mind and present fits with and without the last two data
points of Table 1.
In Section 3, an analytical expression, Eq. (17), was
obtained for the ‘‘interfacial yield’’ stress of a single-phase
bicrystal. In the further analysis, we do not account for a
grain interior yield stress because the purely elastic region
that was observed in the nanoindentations of the Fe–
2.2% Si bicrystal is almost negligible. In fact, in Fig. 2, it
is further illustrated that the purely elastic deformation
experienced by the bicrystal at hand is very small, and it
is therefore appropriate not to account for grain interior
yielding. Based on the above discussion it is reasonable
to fit the interfacial yield stress expression given by Eq.
(17), with r0 set to zero, to the experimental data of Table
1. It should be noted that the indenter tip to grain bound-
ary distance can be treated as the specimen size since it is
bounded on both sides. It is seen in Fig. 3 that, even though
Eq. (17) was derived under one-dimensional consider-
ations, without explicitly considering the physics and
mechanics that come into play during an indentation, it fits
well the experimental data as shown by the solid line. This
fit including all the data of Table 1 provides approximate
values for the internal length ‘ = 120 nm of Fe–2.2% Si,
as well as for the interfacial energy-like term c = 349 N/m
associated with its grain boundary. If the last two data
points are ignored because the experiments were done on
differently polished surfaces the internal length ‘ becomes
107 nm and the interfacial energy-like term c is 330 N/m
(see also dashed line in Fig. 3). Indeed, the fit to all the data
produces an internal length that is somewhat larger thanFig. 3. Hall–Petch relation (dotted line) and analytical relation obtained
through gradient plasticity fitted all to the experimental data points (solid
line) and fitted to the data of only surface 1 (dashed line). Squares refer to
surface 1 and dots to surface 2.the smallest specimen size, which is 106 nm (see Table 1).
The fit including all the data are slightly off compared with
a fit to the confined data set. Since these are the first esti-
mates to be obtained for these parameters their validity will
be assessed through dislocation mechanics considerations
in the paragraphs to follow.
First, however, it is interesting to compare the interfacial
yield stress expression to the fit obtained by the classic
Hall–Petch relation as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3.
The approach that was followed to apply the Hall–Petch
relation to this particular experimental situation has been
described in detail in Refs. [14,15]. Both the analytical
expression derived in this paper and the Hall–Petch rela-
tion clearly show the trend of increasing interfacial yield
stress with decreasing distance to the boundary and pro-
vide a reasonable fit to the data points with R2 values of
0.76 and 0.48, respectively. In the limit of large distances
to the boundary, the functions converge to different values:
the Hall–Petch relation converges to the intrinsic frictional
shear stress s0 = 200 MPa, while the gradient plasticity
relation approaches c/2‘ = 1.45 GPa. One source for this
discrepancy is that the gradient plasticity relation is based
on a formulation that assumes linear hardening, which is
not allowed for in the classic Hall–Petch model. Another
is the fact that the one-dimensional theory presents a better
description of the experimental situation at small dis-
tances than it does at larger distances, where the three-
dimensional properties of the setup become more relevant,
e.g., through cross-slip of dislocations and the geometry of
the indenter. Physically, the yield stress of the boundary in
this limit has little meaning, since it cannot be measured at
large distances from the boundary with the present inden-
tation technique.
Since the dislocations initiate at the indenter tip and
pileup at the boundary this distance can be thought of as
the dislocation pileup length; furthermore the equilibrium
pileup length can be taken to be the maximum indenter
tip to grain boundary distance for which a distinct strain
burst, indicating boundary yielding, was observed. This is
so because in order to observe grain boundary yielding, dis-





where n is the number of dislocation loops in the pileup,
ignoring the difference between edge and screw parts, b is
the magnitude of the Burgers vector and sa is the applied
shear stress. From Table 1 the distance from the indenter
to the grain boundary at the onset of the burst is estimated
to be of the order of 200 nm and we obtain an estimate for
the pileup length and applied shear stress, being, respec-
tively, lpileup = 200 nm, and sa = 1.5 GPa; moreover
b = 0.25 nm, while the shear modulus of Fe–2.2% Si is
taken from the indentation data to be 95 GPa. Inserting
therefore these values in Eq. (26), it is estimated that the
maximum number of dislocations that can extend from
the grain boundary to the indenter tip is approximately
5084 K.E. Aifantis et al. / Acta Materialia 54 (2006) 5077–508540. Plotting this dislocation distribution with respect to the
pileup length suggests that 90% of the dislocations, which
are responsible for plastic strain gradients, are positioned
within 110 nm from the boundary (Fig. 4). This is consis-
tent with the fit estimate for the internal length since the
internal length denotes the characteristic length in which
gradients of the plastic strain are most noticeable and
hence size effects are observed. By comparing Eq. (17) with
Eq. (26) it could be said that c can be viewed as an effective
modulus of the interface depending on the number n of dis-
locations with a Burgers vector b, which are distributed
over a certain length scale, ‘, in front of the interface.
Essential points for discussion of the linkage to the
experimental data are the imposed symmetry and the
dimensionality in the mathematical treatment of the prob-
lem. The indentation measurements on the Fe–Si bicrystal
show a marked dependence on the azimuthal orientation of
the indenter with respect to the boundary. Both the charac-
teristic yield excursions and the increased hardness are
observed only when one side of the indenter is facing the
boundary. This was verified by an additional measurement
with the indenter rotated 180 to eliminate the possibility
that this observation is due to the crystallographic asym-
metry across the boundary. The orientation dependence
can be understood by approximating the stress field by uni-
axial pressure components perpendicular to the faces of the
indenter, and recognizing that the resolved shear stress at
the grain boundary is a maximum when one side is facing
the boundary. As a consequence the nanoindentation
experiment can be considered as a uniaxial compression
test. We consider here in particular grain boundary yield-
ing and not the flow stress including hardening after yield-
ing. In the latter case three-dimensional dislocation
interactions like forest dislocation interactions and geomet-
rically necessary dislocations come into play. Because of
the limited volume between the indenter and the grain
boundary the interactions between the dislocations
and the grain boundary in the experiments are more or
less one-dimensional. Indeed, in reality there is a two-




























Fig. 4. Distribution of 40 dislocations under an applied shear stress of
1.5 GPa in front of the Fe–2.2% Si grain boundary.specific grain boundary plane (ð112Þ½111 slip is transmit-
ted to the ð101Þ½1 11 system in the adjacent grain [14]) but
for the grain boundary yielding problem considered this is
of less importance. Although Eq. (17) applies strictly only
to the one-dimensional symmetrical example for which it
was derived, it is considered likely that its general form is
representative of the stress that would be required in the
vicinity of an interface to induce dislocation transmission,
or nucleation at the interface, and hence plastic deforma-
tion at the interface. In that spirit, the simple formula is fit-
ted to the results of the nanoindentation experiments,
which were performed on a bicrystal in the vicinity of the
grain boundary. Estimating the stress that would be
required for a dislocation pileup generated by the indenta-
tion to ‘‘break through’’ the interface provides a ‘‘sanity
check’’ on the values of the parameters that are obtained.
There is, of course, significant uncertainty, concerning the
applicability of the one-dimensional strain-gradient theory,
and the essentially one-dimensional dislocation pileup
analysis, to the nanoindentation experiment; estimation
of the local stress in the experiment from measurement of
the hardness is likely also to be subject to some error. In
particular, we anticipate that the value from the fitting pro-
cedure for the interfacial energy-like term c = 349 N/m
associated with its grain boundary is rather high because
of the one-dimensional theory vs. three-dimensional effects
in experiments, whereas the value for the internal length ‘
will be less affected by this and bears therefore a better
physical meaning. Subject to these caveats, however, the
results of the present study are considered encouraging,
and a necessary precursor to further pursuit of theory of
this type, in the context of three-dimensional fields of
deformation.
5. Conclusions
Based on experimental evidence the purely elastic defor-
mation experienced by an Fe–2.2% Si bicrystal during an
indentation was almost negligible; the same experimental
data suggest that indenting near the grain boundary results
in dislocation pileups and subsequent emission to the adja-
cent grain. To model this behavior theoretically, a purely
plastic gradient-dependent potential characterizing the
response of a bicrystal, and a nonlinear potential character-
izing the grain boundary behavior, were considered. Fitting
the experimental data to the analytical expression obtained
for the interfacial yield stress allows the determination of
the material parameters that come into play in the theoret-
ical formulation. It is predicted that the internal length (‘)
and interface parameter (c) for Fe–2.2% Si are of the order
of 110 nm and 330 N/m, respectively. In fact, it is shown
through dislocation mechanics, that this length scale in
front of the grain boundary corresponds to a distance over
which 90% of the dislocations are piled up; this result is in
agreement with the internal length value obtained from the
fit since ‘ denotes a characteristic material length over
which gradients in the plastic strain are most significant.
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